


1.      SELECT YOUR SIZE

1.1  Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller  
size comes installed. 

1.2  The correct size will fill the bowl of your ear 
and fit snugly.

Size 5 Size 7

*   Need help with sizing or support? Contact 
customer service at 1-(800) 336-4525 or online 
at www.jbl.com/under-armour



2.2  For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to 
improve fit. Overtightening the cinch will 
dislodge buds. 

2.      HOW TO WEAR

2.1  Cord should be worn in front position for 
secure fit and optimal performance.



3.1  Align sound tunnels and gently stretch  
the enhancer edges as needed.

3.      ATTACH ENHANCERS

3.2  Insert earphones into ear and twist into
place. Adjust for comfort.



4.      PAIR/POWER/CHARGE

4.2  Charging Port & Battery Status

LOW BATTERY

4.1  Begin with the unit powered off and 
your Bluetooth device powered on and 
in search mode. 

=2.5s

>2.5s

PAIRING MODE

CONNECTEDX2

POWER OFF

POWER ON



POWER ON

5.      3-BUTTON COMMAND

POWER OFF
x1

x1

5.2  Phone Control

5.3  Volume Control

5.1  Music Control



FRANÇAIS 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



PORTUGUÊS 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



简体中文 
1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting

the correct size enhancer. 
1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size

comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.
1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 

If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.
1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 

at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



ESPAÑOL 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



DEUTSCH 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



ITALIANO 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



SUOMI 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



日本語
1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting

the correct size enhancer. 
1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size

comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.
1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 

If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.
1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 

at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



한글 
1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting

the correct size enhancer. 
1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size

comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.
1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 

If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.
1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 

at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



NEDERLANDS 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



NORSK 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



SVENSKA

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



DANSK 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



繁體中文
1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting

the correct size enhancer. 
1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size

comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.
1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 

If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.
1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 

at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



BAHASA INDONESIA 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



POLSKI 

1.      Select Your Size: Great sound performance is in selecting
the correct size enhancer. 

1.1    Two sizes of enhancers are included, the smaller size
comes installed. Try both sizes to determine your correct fit.

1.2    The correct size will fit securely in the bowl of your ear. 
If the buds fall out in use, try the larger size.

1.3    Need help sizing or support? Contact customer service 
at 1-(800) 336-4525.

2.      How To Wear: 
2.1    To optimize performance and get the most secure fit 

during your workout, cord should be worn in front position.
2.2    For behind the neck use, a cinch is included to improve fit.

Adjust the cinch so cord is off your neck but not tight 
enough that buds pull.

3.      Attach Enhancers:
3.1    Install enhancer to earbud by aligning the sound tunnels 

and gently stretching the enhancer edges as needed.

4.      Power/Pair/Charge:
4.1   Power On/Off:
                 Power On
                 Power Off

4.2    Pair & Sync:
                 Pairing Mode
                 Connected
4.3    Charging Port & Battery Status:
                 Low Battery

5.      3-Button Command 
5.1    Music Control
5.2    Phone Control
5.3    Volume Control 

X2



0890

Este equipamento opera em caráter secundário, isto é, não 
tem direito a proteção contra interferência prejudicial, mesmo 
de estações do mesmo tipo, e não pode causar interferência 
a sistemas operando em carater primario”

Este produto está homologado pela ANATEL, de acordo com 
os procedimentos regulamentados pela Resolução 
242/2000, e atende aos requisitos técnicos 
aplicados.

Para maiores informações, consulte o site da ANATEL - 
www.anatel.gov.br
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(XX) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXfpo


